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LOGARITHMIC SOBOLEV INEQUALITIES
FOR THE HEAT-DIFFUSION SEMIGROUP

BY

FRED B. WEISSLER1

Abstract. An explicit formula relating the Hermite semigroup e~'H on R

with Gauss measure and the heat-diffusion semigroup e'A on R with

Lebesgue measure is proved. From this formula it follows that Nelson's

hypercontractive estimates for e~'H are equivalent to the best norm esti-

mates for e'A as a map Lq(R) into LP(R), 1 < q <p < oo. Furthermore, the

inequality

|iogw;<¿iog
q2 Re<-A<J.,.7»<¡>>

2-nnei.q — 1)
+ M*!!«.

where 1 < q < oo, /*<(> = (sgn$)|$|*-1, and the norms and sesquilinear

form <, } are taken with respect to Lebesgue measure on R", is shown to be

equivalent to the best norm estimates for e'4 as a map from Z, *(/?") into

Lp(R"). This inequality is analogous to Gross' logarithmic Sobolev

inequality. Also, the above inequality is compared with a classical Sobolev

inequality.

1. Introduction. Recent developments in quantum field theory have led to

extensive study of the Hermite semigroup. In particular, Nelson's hyper-

contractive estimates have played a central role. Gross [3] has shown that

these estimates are equivalent to a "logarithmic Sobolev inequality". Motiva-

ted by the application of probabilistic methods in Nelson's and Gross' work,

Beckner [1] has derived sharp forms of the Hausdorff-Young inequality for

the Fourier transform and Young's inequality for convolution. These inequa-

lities give the best possible norm estimates for the heat-diffusion semigroup as

a map from Lq to Lp.

In this paper we will show that Nelson's hypercontractive estimates for the

Hermite semigroup are equivalent to the corresponding norm estimates for

the heat-diffusion semigroup. This fact is implicit in Beckner's work: he uses

the sharp convolution inequality to prove Nelson's hypercontractive estimates.

See Beckner [1, Theorem 5, p. 176].   Also, Brascamp and Lieb [2, §2.5 and
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256 F. B. WEISSLER

Theorem 14] derive the sharp convolution inequality and Nelson's estimates

from the same general result. Our proof of the equivalence of the norm

estimates for the two semigroups involves an explicit formula relating the two

semigroups.

The equivalence of these norm estimates suggests that there is another

"logarithmic Sobolev inequality", which is equivalent to the norm estimates

for the heat-diffusion semigroup, just as Gross' inequality is equivalent to

Nelson's hypercontractive estimates for the Hermite semigroup. This is

indeed the case, and in this paper we will derive this inequality and compare

it with the classical Sobolev-Nirenberg inequalities.

2. Statement of results. The heat-diffusion semigroup on R " is given by

(e'*<p){x)=( ht{x-y)<t>{y)dy,
JRn

ht{x) = {Airt)-"/2evp(-\x\2/At).

e'A is a contraction C0 semigroup on Lq{R", dx), 1 < q < co {dx denotes

Lebesgue measure). We use Dq(A) to denote the domain of its generator in

Lq(R", dx). Beckner's convolution inequality [1, Theorem 3, p. 169] implies

that for all <b E L*(Rn),

where 1 < q <p < oo, t > 0, p_1 + (p')~l = 1, r~x = q~x -p~x, and Cp

= [pi/p(p')~1/p]1/2- The constant in (1) cannot be improved, as can easily be

seen by letting $ be an arbitrary Gaussian function.

The Hermite semigroup on R is given by

(e-"<p)(x)=(ku(x,y)<i>(y)dy,
JR

ka(x,y)=[-n(l - (o2)]-1/2exp(-(co* - y)2/(1 - <o2)),

where u = e~'. Let p denote the Gauss probability measure on R given by

dp(x) = ir~x/2exp(-x2)dx. Then e~'H is a contraction C0 semigroup on

Lq(p), 1 < q < oo; and as before Dq(H) is the domain of its generator in

Lq(p). Nelson's hypercontractive estimates [5, Theorem 3] state that for all

<t> G L"(p),

(2) »'-"iU* <M*
where 1 < q < oo, r > 0, and p(t, q) = q + (q - l)(e2' - 1). Here, the

norms are taken with respect to the measure p. The constant 1 in (2) cannot

be improved.

In order to state the first theorem, we need to introduce two additional

transformations. For a function <f> defined on R and an a > 0, let (Ta<b)(x) =
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¿>(ax). Then Ta is a map from Lq(R, dx) onto itself with a1/?||ra<p||? =||<fr||,.

Moreover, one has the formula

e'% = Taexp(ta2A),

which can be verified by a straightforward calculation. For a function <p

defined on R and a finite q > 1, let

(Mq<b)(x) = TT-l/2qexv(-x2/q)4>(x).

Then Mq is an isometric isomorphism of Lq(dp) onto Lq(dx).

Theorem 1. Let 1 < q < p < oo and t, s > 0. Suppose p = p(t, q) = q +

(9 - l)(e2' — 1). F/ie« /«e heat-diffusion semigroup on R and the Hermite

semigroup satisfy the relation

(3) e-H = ^2re'(q/p)x/2Mp-%e^TaMq,

where r~l = q~l - p~l and

i'/2 r , ..1/2

a =

(1 - "z)g

AsuPp
/? =

4j#

(1 - io2)p
a = e

In particular, it follows that Nelson's hypercontractive estimates (2) are equiva-

lent to the norm estimates (l)/or the heat-diffusion semigroup on R.

For a positive measure v, the duality map Jq: Lq -» L9", where 1 < q < oo,

q' conjugate to q, is given by Jq<¡> = (sgn <b)\<b\q~l. Also <#, t|/> denotes the

sesquilinear form /<£<// aV, with Re< , > indicating its real part. Finally,

<>Ù = <$(/?") is the set of C°° functions onÄ" with compact support.

Theorem 2. The norm estimates (T) for the heat-diffusion semigroup on R"

are equivalent to the inequality

<4>     Tql0m\:<fql0* 2irne(q — 1)

Re(-k<b,Jq<b)
+ l°mw

which holds for all d» in Dq(A) not identically zero, 1 < q < oo. The norms and

sesquilinear form < , ) are taken with respect to Lebesgue measure on R".

Moreover, in order to prove the norm estimates for the heat-diffusion semigroup

or the above inequality, it suffices either to verify the norm inequality (1) in the

restricted case where q = 2 and <b is any nonnegative function in tyfOr to verify

the inequality (4) at q — 2 for all nonnegative functions d> (not identically 0) in
<$.

Remarks, (a) If 0 is a Gaussian function, then the two sides of (4) are equal.

Thus (4) is a "sharp" inequality.

(b) As we have indicated, the norm estimates (1) have been proved for all q

and p, 1 < q < p < oo. The point of the latter part of the theorem is that
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they in fact follow from a special case of those estimates, or from a special

case of (4).

(c) That (4) is a Lebesgue measure analogue of Gross' logarithmic Sobolev

inequality will be clear from the discussion of Gross' inequality in §5 below

and the proof of Theorem 2 in §6 below.

3. Proof of Theorem 1. The proof of Theorem 1 is, of course, "simply a

calculation". Since this calculation is somewhat nonroutine, we will show it in

reasonable detail.

Let to = e~'. Thenp = (q - 1 + co2)/co2. Also let

a = q/usp = qu/ (q - 1 + co2),   r = (1 - co2)/4co.

It is then straightforward to check that

-(cox - y)2/ (1 - co2) + y2/q = x2/p - (ox - yf/Aor,

from which it follows that

ku(x, y)exp(y2/q) = U-i(q/p)1/2exp{x2/p)hor(ox-y),

where ku and h, are the kernels for the Hermite and heat-diffusion

semigroups, respectively. Thus,

(e-'H4>)(x)=fka(x,y)<S>(y)dy

= *x/2qJK(x, v)expi ̂  )(Mq<b)(y) dy

= Tr1/2'«"1 ( ?- )    expi ^ \fhar(ox - y)(Mq$)(y) dy

= trx/2^-x^ j' W ^ \(e^Mq<¡,)(ox);

and so

(5) e-,H = mxl2q-xl2pu-x(qlp)X,2MpxTae°^Mq.

Now emtl = Tx/aesikTa where sa2 = or. Substituting this into (5), we get (3).

(3) leads to an explicit relationship between the operator norm of eiA:

Lq(dx)^>Lp(dx) and the operator norm of e~'H: L"(dp) ^ Lp(dp), where

p = p(t, q). Let Bx and B2 be these two norms, respectively. Since Mq:

Lq(dp) -> Lq(dx) and Mp: V(dp) -> Lp(dx) are invertible isometries, and

since Ta and Tß scale the norms on Lq(dx) and Lp(dx) by appropriate

factors, it follows that
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Bx/B2 = (u/vx/2r)(p/q)l/2ß1/poil/''

= (A,Ts)-(X/q-X/py2(p/qf-X/q-X,p),2^-l/q(\ - 02f/q~Wp)/2.

If we can show that this last expression equals CqCp.(Atrsfyxl2r (recall

r-1 = q~x - p~x andp' is conjugate top), it will follow that (1), which gives

the value of Bx, and (2), which gives the value of B2, imply each other.

(Observe that for arbitrary q andp with 1 < q < p < oo, there is a positive /

such thatp = p(t, q).)

Now, using/ = p/(p - 1) and a' = q/(q - 1), we have that

/  , .   x(l/?-l/p)/2

"ip

q^q      (P')1/2p'   tp-q^q-x^2

(6) ~ (¿\W '     n'A>      I    PQ    I(q')'/zq       P'

\q) (p-\)/2p'

Furthermore, since p = p(t, q), it follows that p - q = (q - 1)(1 - u2)/u2

andp — 1 = (q - l)/w2. Substituting these expressions into the final part of
(6), we obtain the desired result.

This concludes the proof of Theorem 1.

4. A differentiation formula. Before proving Theorem 2, we must re-prove a

key differentiability lemma of Gross [3, Lemma 1.1, p. 1065]. Gross proves

the lemma in the context of a probability measure, and we need the result for

a general positive measure. Accordingly, in this section we prove the follo-
wing proposition.

Proposition 1. Let v be a positive measure on a set X. Suppose 1 < q < p

< oo and a < b. For each t E (a, b) let d>(r) be a complex function on X (not

identically zero) such that the curve t h» d>(/) is continuously differentiable on

(a, b) into Ls(v) for each s E (q,p), with derivative <¡>'(t). Then the function

F(t> s) = \\4>(t)\\s is continuously differentiable on (a, b) X (q,p) with partial
derivatives:

0) f (^)=|4>«irMm^K0>>

^(t,s) = s-^(t)\\l-sf\<p(t)\slog\<t>(t)\ dv

(8) -*-\m\wm\*
where Js is the duality map defined in §2 and 0s log 0 is taken to be 0.
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Proof. We first show that the partial derivatives exist and are given by (7)

and (8). It is well known (Mazur [4, p. 132]) that the L' norm is continuously

Frechet differentiable on L' — {0} with derivative at t/> given by

Pl1^(*)-||*||]-*e<,M'*>.
(7) now follows from the chain rule.

If t> is in Ls for all s E (q,p), then ||r¿||* is a differentiable function of s and

This follows by differentiating under the integral, which can be justified here

with the dominated convergence theorem since

(9) |iosH | < («a)-^!*!" +H""]

for all a > 0. (8) now follows by elementary calculus.

To show that F(t, s) is continuously differentiable, it remains to show that

its partial derivatives are jointly continuous in t and s. It is straightforward to

see that F(t, s) = ||<K0llf ltseK is jointly continuous. Thus it suffices to show

that (<p'(t), 7X0) and ¡\4>{t)\s log|tj>(/)| dv are jointly continuous in / and s.

We accomplish this in the following lemma, which proves a bit more.

Lemma I. Let <f>(?) and 4>(t) be continuous curves on (a, b) into Ls(v)for each

s E(q,p). Then \<p(t)\s log|<i>(0| and 4>(t)J*<}>(t) are jointly continuous Lx(v)-

valued functions of t and s.

To prove Lemma 1, we will use a slightly strengthened version of the

dominated convergence theorem. The theorem we use follows from Theorem

16, Chapter 4, of Royden [6] by a subsequence argument.

Modified Dominated Convergence Theorem. Let {fm}, m = 1, 2,

3.and f be measurable functions on X such that fm(x) -*f(x) a.e. [v].

Suppose  there exist non-negative measurable functions  {gm},  m = 1,  2,

3.and g on X with \fm(x)\ < gm(x) a.e. [v] and gm ->g in L\v). Then

fm->finL\v).

Proof of Lemma 1. Set G(t, s) - \$(t)\* log|t>(f)l- Let tm -» t in (a, b) and
sm -» s in (q,p). We will show G(tm, sm) -» G(t, s) in Lx(v). Suppose not. By

passing to a subsequence, we may assume 4>(tm)(x) -» ${t){x) ^or almost au"

x £ X; and so G(tm, sm)(x) -> G(t, s)(x) for almost all x EX.

Let ß, a > 0 be such that q < s — ß - a and s + ß + a <p. For m

sufficiently large that \sm — s\ < ß, it follows from the estimate (9) for log|ff>|

that

\G(tm,sm)\ < (ea)-l[\<t>(tm)\'-ß-a +\<P(tm)\i+ß+a].
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Now, by hypothesis <KO->«K0 in Dotn L'~ß~a and L'+ß+a; and so the

functions |*(/m)|*-/,~" + |*Cm)l,+fl+" converge to \<b(t)\s~ß~a + \<Kt)\s+ß+a

in Lx(v). The modified Dominated Convergence Theorem implies that

G(tm,sm)^> G(t,s) in L\v).

Thus the assumption that G(tm, sm) does not converge to G(t, s) leads to a

contradiction. Continuity of \p(t)Js<b(t) is proved similarly. This completes the

proof of Lemma 1, and therefore of Proposition 1.

5. Gross' inequality. Gross [3] simplified Nelson's proof of the hyper-

contractive estimates for the Hermite semigroup e~'H by showing them to be

equivalent to the logarithmic Sobolev inequality

(10) /W'log|*| dp < 2^q_     Re<77<p,7^> +1|*||Jog||<i»||?,

where <b is in Dq(H), 1 < q < oo. Here, the norms and the sesquilinear form

are taken with respect to the Gauss measure dp(x) = 77-I/,2exp(—x2) dx on

R. Moreover, he showed that it suffices to show that (10) is true at q = 2 in

order to deduce it in general.

Also, Gross gave an independent proof of (10), thereby providing a new

proof of Nelson's estimates.

Observe that for <b not identically 0, Gross' inequality can be written

d a Q Re<77<f>, Jq<¡>)
o«      i >°m:< 35*75 —¡^—+"«H,

In this form the similarity with (4) of Theorem 2 above is rather striking. Both

(4) and (11) give an estimate for the derivative of the convex function

q h» log||<|>||' (though in (4) the norm is taken with respect to Lebesgue

measure). Consequently, I will refer to (4) as a differential (Sobolev) inequality.

The basic idea behind Gross' proof of the equivalence of Nelson's estimates

with (10) is to differentiate the inequality \\e~'H4>\\p(t>q) < ||<f>||, at t = 0. (10)

is simply a restatement of the fact that

¿ | j^u,-*» '-[r'^iU) -ii^ii,] < o.
That (10) implies Nelson's estimates is proved by integrating an inequality

derivable from (10). See Gross [3, Theorems 1 and 2].

The proof of Theorem 2 in the next section includes many of Gross'

arguments adapted to the context of the heat-diffusion semigroup.

6. Proof of Theorem 2. In this section we adopt the notation of Theorem 2.

In particular, Lq norms are taken with respect to Lebesgue measure on R".

Also, q' denotes the exponent conjugate to q. We prove Theorem 2 by a

sequence of lemmas and propositions.
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As we have suggested, the key idea will be to differentiate the expression

||i'At/>|| (r) (where p(0) = q) at t = 0. Proposition 1 allows us to do that (for

suitable curvesp(f)), but only if e'At> is differentiable at t = 0 in all Ls spaces

for s in a neighborhood of q. Thus it is natural first to prove that the

differential inequality (4) holds at a given q for those <f> which are in DS(A) for

all i in a neighborhood of q. For such <p, d/dqQog\\<p\\qq) has a clear meaning

since <f> is in Vs, s in a neighborhood of q.

In the next section we will show that, in fact, (4) holds at a given q for all

<p £ Dq(A); and, in particular, we will interpret the expression d/dq(log\\$\\qq)

for such 4>.

Proposition 2. Fix q with 1 < q < oo. Let e > 0 and suppose <f> ^ 0 is in

Ds(A)for all s E(q — e,q + e). Assume the norm inequality (1), i.e. ||e'A<i>|L <

[C9C/,.j'(47r//-)-n/2''||c>||9, holds with this t> and qforp E(q,q + e) and t > 0.

FAen the differential inequality (A) holds for <b and q.

Proof. Letp(r) be a continuously differentiable function [0, a)-*[q, q +

e) withp(0) = q andp(t) > q for t > 0. Also, we require that the derivative

of p(t) at t = 0, which we denote by y, be positive. For t E [0, a) define m(t)

by

m{t)-[lCoCAn(*«tr)~n/2r>    tE(0,a),

11, t = 0,

wherep stands forp(r) and r_1 = q~x — p~x. Straightforward applications

of l'Hôpital's rule and the mean value theorem show that m(t) is continuously

differentiable on [0, a) with

o» î
ny

log m(t) = — log
/-o 2q* [ Am2(q - 1)

Furthermore, by Proposition 1 on differentiability (and the chain rule) it

follows that ||c'At>|| w is continuously differentiable on [0, a) with

dx    „ ,. „ Rc<Ae«V/'e*#>

(13)
Ik'U

wherep stands forp(t). In particular, at / = 0 we get
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£
dt

(14)

Re<A$, 7'<f»>

|f(||,.;osw;)-i°iw.
(In applying Proposition 1 to get differentiability at t = 0, one must smoothly

extendp(l) and e'Ad> to small negative values of /.)

The hypotheses of the proposition imply that for / G (0, a),

/-'[loglle'^m-logWj < /"'[log m(/)-log «(O)];

and thus, letting t decrease to 0,

Substituting in (12) and (14), and rearranging slightly, we get

d/dsl^ogim^ q/y ■ Re<-A<¿>,79<í>>/||<

(15) + (H/2a)log[y/W(a - 1)] + log||*||,.

(15) is true for any y > 0 (appropriate p(t) can always be chosen), and it

implies, in particular, that Re<-Ad>, Jq<¡>} is strictly positive. If

Re<- A<£, Jq<£) were not positive, appropriate choice of y > 0 could make the

right-hand side of (15) an arbitrarily large negative number. (That

Re(-A^), 79d>> > 0 also follows from the fact that e'1 is a contraction

semigroup on Lq.)

We complete the proof of the proposition by mimmizing the right-hand

side of (15) with respect to y. Indeed, letting

y = 2a2/«-Re<-A0,7^>/||^*,

we get the differential inequality (4).

Proposition 3. Fix q with 1 < q < oo. Let e > 0 and suppose ̂ ïOù in

DS(A) for all s E(q — e, oo). Assume that the differential inequality (4) holds

for any tbx = e'A$, t > 0, at any value qx such that q < qx < oo. 77ie7J the norm

inequality (1) holds with the given ¿> and qfor any p E (q, oo) and t > 0.

Proof. Let d> and q be as in the statement of the proposition. Choose p

with q < p < oo and let T > 0. We will show that (1) holds with this ¿>, q, p,

andF.

Let o(t) be continuously differentiable on some open interval containing

[0, T] with o(0) = q, o(T) = p, and do/dt always positive. (An explicit

choice of o(t) will eventually be made.) By Proposition 1 (and the chain rule)

it follows that ||e/A^»|ja(/) is continuously differentiable on [0, T], and its

derivative is given by (13) (with o(t) replacing p(t)).
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By assumption, (4) is satisfied if q is replaced by qx = o(t) and c/> is

replaced by cf>, = e'%, t £ [0, F]. Since the right-hand side of (4) is obtained

by minimizing the right-hand side of (15), it follows that (15) holds with this

qx and </>, replacing q and cj>, for any y > 0.

In particular, if we use at each / £ [0, F] the choices qx = o(t), <i>, = e,li<p,

and y = do ¡dt, (15) gives an upper bound for 3/3i(l°g||e,A$|Pli-o(0' If we

then replace 3/3j(log||e'A<í>|p|í=

t E [0, T),

„(,) in (13) by this bound, we get that, for

(16) !'°*x<„<¿fi°8
do 1

[ dt    A7te2(o - 1) J*

where a stands for o(t).

At this point we define o(t) by

1      l   =( L_±)± = _L
q      o(t)      \q      PIT     rT

(recall r~x = q~x — p~x), and (16) becomes

d -     r       _2
(17) | W*U< ^f lo*

47rFre2(a - 1)

Finally, we integrate (17) over [0, F] and exponentiate, obtaining the

inequality

l^H^U^y^exp T^log
\o - 1)

dt.

This integral is easily evaluated by substituting t = o(t)~l as the variable of

integration; and performing that integration completes the proof of the

proposition.

Proposition 2 shows that the norm estimates (1) with 1 < q < p < oo and

t > 0 imply that the differential inequality (4) holds at all q E (1, oo), where

at each q any function cj> ^ 0 which is in DS(A) for all s in a neighborhood of

q may be used. Proposition 3 implies the converse. Furthermore, by

Proposition 2 the norm estimates (1) in the restricted case where q = 2 and

<¡> > 0 is in ^D imply that the differential inequality (4) holds at q = 2 for

4> > 0 in ^. The next step in the proof of Theorem 2 is to show that if the

differential inequality (4) holds at q = 2 with all c/> > 0 in ßD, then it holds at

each q £ (I, oo) with any ^¿0 which is in D^A) for all j in a neighborhood

of q. This will be the content of Proposition 4. First we need two lemmas.

Lemma 2. Suppose the differential inequality (A) holds with q = 2 for all

<b>0in6¡) not identically 0. Then (A) holds with 2 < q < oo for all t> > 0 in

¿D not identically 0.
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(18)

Proof. For q - 2 and d> G <$, (4) can be written

2      <V& V*>d_
ds

iog||4.|i;<jiog
j-2 H 7T«e

u+«2
+ log|Wh

We claim that (18) must hold for any nonnegative continuously differentiable

function \p with compact support. To see this, let o E <3) be nonnegative and

identically 1 on a neighborhood of the support of \p. Certainly oe"\p is in ^D

and is nonnegative; and so by hypothesis (18) is true with oe'ty in place of <f>.

That (18) holds with uV now follows by letting t decrease to 0. (To see that the

left-hand side of (18) converges as t decreases to 0, write

d_
ds

log||ae'V||> |KV||2~2 (\oe%2 log\oe%
r = 2 J

and use Lemma 1.) This proves the claim.

Now if <p > 0 is in <>D and q > 2, then <i>?/2 is nonnegative, continuously

differentiable, and has compact support. Thus we may substitute d>9/2 into

(18). Doing this, and manipulating using the following facts (which are easy

to verify):

(a)log||^/2|2 = (a/2)log||<i>||?;

0>) llalli = U\\\;

(c)

(d)

(V(<¡></2), V^/2)) = a2/4(a - 1)- <-A<p, **-'>

= q2/4(q-l)-Re(-b,Jq<t>);

d_
ds >o8|l»"l- \ i iog|*i;;

we get that (4) holds for the given <b and q.

Lemma 3. Suppose the differential inequality (4) holds at a fixed q for all

$ > 0 in ^ (not identically 0). Then it holds at that q with d> replaced by

d>, = e'^for all $ > 0 in é (not identically 0) and t > 0.

Proof. The argument is similar to the first part of the proof of the previous

lemma. Let om,m— 1, 2, 3,..., be nonnegative functions in ^D such that

(a) om(x) = 1 whenever |x| < m,

(b) om(x) = 0 whenever |x| > m + 1,

(c)|o-m(x)|, IVo-m(x)|, and |Aam(x)| are all uniformly bounded in m and x.

Now we let \j/m = ome'^<t> = om$x. We put \pm mt0 (4) and verify that

everything converges as expected as m -> 00. (We again must use Lemma 1;

and we must also use the fact that the duality map Jq is continuous as a map

from Lq into L*)

Proposition 4. Suppose the differential inequality (4) holds at q = 2 with all
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<f> > 0 in fy (not identically 0). Then it holds for each q E (1, oo) with all <p {not

identically 0) such that for some e > 0, cf> £ DS(A), s £ (q — e, q + e).

Proof. Suppose (4) holds at q = 2 with all <p > 0 in <$ (not identically 0).

It follows from Lemmas 2 and 3 that (4) holds with any q E [2, oo) for all

cj>, = e'à<b, where <i> > 0 (not identically 0) is in ^.

Proposition 3 now implies that the norm inequality (1) holds for all <p > 0

in 6Ù, t > 0, and 2 < <? < p < oo. By standard limit arguments, it follows

that for / > 0 and 2 < q < p < oo, (1) holds with all <p > 0 in Lq(R"). Now

e'A is positively preserving, i.e. |e'Acj>| < e'A|<f>|, and so the norm estimates (1)

hold for all <b £ Lq (with 2 < q < p < oo and t > 0).

At this point we use the fact that the transpose of the map e'A: Lq -» Lp is

precisely e'A: Lp' -> Lq' (1 < q < p < oo). Since a transpose map has the

same norm as the original map, it follows that the norm estimates (1) hold for

all <t> E Lq whenever 1 < q < p < 2 and t > 0.

Thus we have shown that (1) holds for all <b E Lq and t > 0 if either

l<£7<p<2or2<£7<p<co. By Proposition 2, this suffices to show

that (4) holds for all q E (1, oo) with all appropriate t>.

Proposition 4 is now proved; and so is Theorem 2, except for showing that

(4) holds whenever <¡> E Dq(A).

7. Proof of Theorem 2 (conclusion). Fix q E (1, oo) and <f> £ Dq(A), not

identically 0. We will show that (4) holds at this q with this <p.

Since £ £ Dq(A), it follows that for some e > 0, t> £ LS(R") for all

s E [q, q + e). To see this, note that for some \¡/ E Lq,

<b = (l -A)"V= ("e-'e'^dt,

and use (1) to estimate the U norm of the integral. (This argument lets us

avoid appealing directly to the Sobolev inequalities.) Thus, if we let f(s) =

log||f>||*, then / is continuous on [q, q + t) and convex on (q, q + z).

Consequently, the derivative f'(q) exists at least as a right-handed derivative,

if we allow f'(q) = - oo as a possibility; and/'(<7) is the limit as s decreases to

q of f'(s).  '
Now for / > 0, e'A<i> is in DS(A) for all s > q. Thus (4) holds at each s > q

with all the functions e'*<b, t > 0, i.e.,

(19)    !'°#'H'<|;io8
5
2 Re<-A<?'Ac6,7VA<f>>

2<nne(s - 1) y^

+ log\e'^\\,

Let /|0. Then for s E(q,q + e), e'A<|> converges to </> in Ls. Also, writing the

left-hand side of (19) as ¡e'^lJ'Vle'^logle'^l, we see from Lemma 1 that
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it converges to f'(s) = H^I^/WIoeM- Moreover, for s sufficiently close to q,

e'A<p converges to <b in L(i_l)?'; and since Js: L{s~X)q" ^> L* is continuous,

7VAd> converges to Js<b in L*. Finally, since Ae'^ converges to Ad> in Lq, we

get that <-Ae'Ad>, 7VAd>> converges to <-Ad>, 7» as r|0.

We have shown that letting t decrease to 0 in (19) leads to the inequality

(20)       f'(s) <fslog 2irne(s — 1)

Re<-A<p,7id>>
+ iog||*Bs-

Letting s decrease to q, we get the desired result. This completely proves

Theorem 2.

8. Comparison with Sobolev-Nirenberg inequalities. In this section we show

that the Sobolev-Nirenberg inequalities are in some sense stronger than the

differential inequality (4). We do this by transforming one of the Sobolev

inequalities so that it is more easily compared with (4).

Proposition 5. The following statements are equivalent:

(i) The Sobolev inequality on R",

<21) iMir< qv*û*ii"-.

holds for all d> > 0 in ßD, where a = «(1/2 — 1/r), whenever 0 < a < 1 and

2 < r < oo.

(ii) The inequality

(22)

logiK - logins

<£log
c2V

4(a - 1)

<-A¿.,7?<p)

+ 1°gw,

holds for all # > 0 in 6D, where a = «(1/2 — q/2p), whenever 0 < a < 1 and

2 < q <p < oo.

The constant C is the same in both (21) and (22) and depends only on the

value of a. (Norms are with respect to Lebesgue measure on Rn.)

Proof. Suppose the Sobolev inequality (21) holds for all <#> > 0 in ^. Then

it also holds for all \p > 0 which are continuously differentiable and have

compact support. In particular, it holds for i// = <pi/,z for all q E [2, oo) and

<b> Oin6!).

Making this substitution, and using the fact that

||V(«i»?/2)|2= (H*"'2), H<Pq/2)) = ?2[4(a - l)]-\-ù*,J<4>,

we see that for 2 < q < oo the inequality
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(23)       ||</22< c[cr74(<7 - i)- <-a<mv>]0/2||<~0)?/2

holds for all c> > 0 in ^, with a and r as in (i) of the proposition.

Letp = rq/2. Then a = «(1/2 — c//2p) and q <p < co. We successively

perform the following manipulations of (23):

(a) raise everything to the rth power,

(b) divide by ||<pi|^
(c) take the logarithm,

(d) divide hyp - q.
The resulting inequality is precisely (22). Thus (i) implies (ii).

The reverse implication follows by letting q = 2 in (22) and reversing the

above manipulations. This proves the proposition.

Observe that (22) provides a nice interpretation of the Sobolev inequality

(21) as a bound for the slope of a chord on the graph of the convex function

f(q) = log||cj>||*. The differential inequality (4), however, is only an estimate

for the derivative of / at the left endpoint of that chord. Thus, since / is

convex, (21) is in some sense stronger than (4).

More precisely, (22) implies

(24)       |log||«i>||:<^log
Cxq2        <-A<p,7'<i>>

+1°8||*|,
4(« - J) ll<

where C, = inf C2/a, the infimum being taken over all a allowed in (22)

(recall C depends on a). (24) certainly has the same form as (4); and by the

arguments used in §6 one can deduce from (24) norm estimates having the

same form as (1). However, whether or not (24) is the same as (4), i.e. whether

or not the Sobolev inequality (21) implies the differential inequality (4),

depends on the value of Cx.

9. Remarks. Theorems 1 and 2, along with Gross' results [3, Theorems 1

and 2], show that the following are all equivalent:

(a) Nelson's hypercontractive estimates for the Hermite semigroup,

(b) Gross' logarithmic Sobolev inequality,

(c) norm estimates (1) for the heat-diffusion semigroup,

(d) the differential inequality (4).
As we have already mentioned, the norm inequalities (1) for the heat-

diffusion semigroup follow from Beckner's sharp convolution inequality

[1, Theorem 3, p. 169]. Before he proves the convolution inequality, Beckner

proves a sharp inequality for the norm of the Fourier transform Lp -» Z/',

1 < p < 2. From this, one can quickly deduce the sharp convolution

inequality
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where p-1 = q~x + r~x — 1 with the additional restriction that 1 < q, r < 2

and 2 < p < oo. (See [1, Theorem 3', p. 169].)

This restricted convolution inequality is sufficient to prove the norm

estimates (1) for the heat-diffusion semigroup in the special case that q = 2.

Thus, by Theorem 2, the sharp Fourier transform inequality implies the four

facts listed above.
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